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The generating functions for a large class of combinatorial problems int-&kg the enumera- 
tion of permutations may be e.xpressed as solutions to matrix Riccati equations. We show that 
the generating functions for the permutation problem in which th, d zx~,~!xr ;;f inversions is also 
preserved form a system ot matnx Riccati equations in which the differential operator is the 
Eureiian difFerentia1 operator. We obtain the classical result of MacMahon concerning permuta,, 
tions. 
1. hmod11ctio11 
The purpose of this paper is to give a new application of matrix Riccati 
equatiox involving differential and other operators. The application concerns an 
area of combinatorial thtory which deals with the enumeration of combinatorial 
structures. The par-tic&r structure we consider here is the sequence. 
We show that the generating functions y;(x), fol 0 s s 6 () ‘I and 0 G i : r” - ‘I, 
associated with a large class of permutation enumeration problems, satisfy a 
system of non-linear ordinary difTerentia1 equations of the form 
with iniaiai ~utuiiiiulr Y(O) - 0, wti~:i-2 rSr],., = y:(x), an 9 denotes dldx. 
addition, we silow t satisfies a syste linear algebraic e 
for;n 
= (1.2‘1 
in which the ele 
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for some fixed 13 and f&d positive integer cy., and are hence obtained in closed 
form. Equation (1.2) was previously obtained using a purely algebraic argument 
by Jackson and Goulden [7] and Gessel [6] attributes a number of expressions of 
this type to Stanley [12]. A particular case has been given by Carlitz and Szoville 
PI- 
We also show that related permutation and sequence enumeration problems 
correspond to q-ana.logues and backward difference analoguex of (1. l), (1.2) ,and 
(1.3). In these, 9 is replaced by the Eulerian differential operator g (defned in 
Section 6) and the backward difference operator V (defined in Section ‘7). For 
clarity, we refer to (I .l) as a matrix Kiccati B-equation, and its q-analog\_re and 
V-analogue as a matrix Riccati %-equation and a trcatrix Riccati V-equation, 
respectively. 
The interest in permutation and sequence enumeration is explained by the 
observation that sequences may be used for encoding combinatorial structures. 
Thus, particular aspects of combinatorial structures may be examined by mzans of 
the theory of sequence enumeration. A number of approaches to an algebraic 
theory of sequence enumeration has been adopted by several authors (e.g. [3, 4, 
5, 6, 8, 111). 
It is perhaps Inexpected that a class of discrete problems may be transformed 
into a system of differential equations involvirig continuous variables. An explana- 
tion of this in the present context is given in Section 3. 
Let (0, 1)” denote the sequence monoid on (c),1) with concatenation. If 
E (0, l}* then ST denotes {a@ 1 CI! E S, /3 E T), and S* denotes U ;TzO S ‘, where 
{E} and E is the null ~quence. The enumeration problems we consider 
involve sequences with periodic shape. A sequence crl 9 l - q on jyl, = (I, . . . , n) 
has shape kI . . * kl_ 1 E (0, l}* if Us < ui + 1 when ki = 0 and cr, 3 Ui+l when 1; = 1 (SO 
1423 has shape 0 10). We refer to the determination of the generating function for 
in S c (0, l}* as the (enumeration) problem S. 
S2 ~(0, I}* we say that the problem S is a 
S ST (0, l)“, be the number of permutations in Nn with shape 
ese with ybz inversions, where an inversion in 
u i\ a pair (i, j) such that Ui > ~~~ and i < j (so 1423 has two inversions). Let 
where 
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ynemting functions for the problem We usually denote @($; x) by @( 
brevity. 
Let i = (iI, . . . , i,) and c,(S) be the number of sequences over Nn with shape in 
S and with 4 occurrences of j, for j = 1. . . . , n. The ordinary generating function 
where x=(x,, . . . , AI,,) are indeterminates. We denote 
Sections 3, 4 and 5 deal with the determination of @ both for the periodic 
case and for the arbitrary case. Sections 6 and 7 co in extensions of this 
material for the determination of @JS; x:) and !P,, ( , respectively. Section 8 gives 
an application of the material of Sections 5, 6 and 7 to the derivation of 
MacMahon’s result [9] and its generalisations. 
In 1881, Andre [ 11, in his early investigations into the combinatorial properties 
of Eulerian numbers. considered the problems (01)” and (Ol)*O. I-Ie termed 
permutations with these shapes alternating. It may be shown by the method of 
Section 3 that u(x) = @((Ol)“) and u(x) = @((Ol)*O) satisfy a system of non-linear 
differential equations 
!&=u”+l, 
5Bu=uv+u 
with initial conditions u(0) = u(0) = 0. This system may be solved immediately to 
give @((Ol)“) = tan x and 1 + @((Ol)*O) = see x. Thus, the coefficient of x4/4! in 
@((Ol)*O) is five and, indeed, there are five alternating permutations on N,, 
namely, 1324, 1423, 2314, 2413 and 15412. 
This historical evidence 
associated with systems of 
case. For example, it will 
~u==uw+l, 
5&J = UZ + 11, 
GBw=wz+u, 
GBz=z2+vfw 
with initial conditions u(O) 
problem 
r.z.(X) =@( 
of Andre suggests that other periodic problems may be 
non-linear differerttial equations and this, indeed, is the 
be seen in Section 3 that the system 
Cl) 
= al(O) = ~(0) = z(0) = 0 is associated with the per 
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This system may ‘be rewritten as a matrix Riccati !&-equation, a fact which 
may be seen by setting 
and . c equal to 
respectively. Lt may be shown from Proposition 4.1 that 
u(xjJ 
z(x)) 
= (tan x f tanh x)( I+ set x sech x)-’ 
and 
I,:(x) = w(x) =: tan x tanh x (1 +sec .X sech x)-!. 
This prob’lcm has been treated by Carlitz and Scovilile [2:] by a method which does 
not exploit the connexion with m,atri:u Riccati equations. 
In the next section we consider a combinatorial construction which gives 
systems ol’ differential equations for periodic permutatio!n problems. Although the 
equations may be esta?jlished faster by means of exponential generating functions, 
the familiar approach which we give here suffices in the present context. The 
construction is modifie ,I in Seckns 6 and 7 to incorporate, respectively, permuta- 
t ions with inversions. l nd sequences. 
uations fm pe 
Wc describe the method for constructing the systems of differential equations 
with reference to the p:articular case (namely (2.1’) given in Section 2, since 
generalization to the arbit y case is immediate. Lzt = (O”l*)* and consider 
0. Let (T be an arbitr;_ry permutation on N,., with 
0. Clearly n must be greater than one. When the largest element, 
namely FI, in u is deleted, u decomposes into a left. fragment and a right fragment. 
in two distinct ways. These are, eitijzev 
(i1 the left fragment has 1 h r and shape in the right fragment has 
length n -- I - r and shape in 0; OY 
(ii) the left fragment has length ri - 1 and shape ; the right fragmcn t is 
empty. 
) Moreover, the set on 
gest e!erneni, n, is exe 
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frap ent is constructed is then determined. The contribution 
similarly. Thus 
of (iii is treated 
whence 
30 
z: X n- 1 
n = 1 
Finally, using the (formal) differential coefficient, we may rewrite the above 
equation in the form 
(3.1) 
or %(x) = u(x)z(x)+ u(x), in the notation of Section 2. Clearl!r, any particular 
case may be treated in a similar way. 
The following notatio conventions are adopted. If e matrices of 
the same size, then [A Jt denotes the matrix obtai by replacing 
column t of A by column s of The Kronecker delta is denoted by Si. The unit 
matrix is denoted by I. 
. A special case of ftbe peri tion probl 
The preliminary system we consider is based on the problem (O’l“i\* where P 
and Q are fixed positive integers. Using the method gi;len in Section 3 we may 
obtain a system of diflFerentia1 equations for ys = Gil” (0’ lQ)*O’ ). This preliminary 
system is included here because the method for obtaining its solution may be 
extended to a more general result given as Theorem 5.2, and because the latter 
has a more difficult proof whose strategy is an amplification of the former. 
sctisfies the matrix Riccari B-equation 
I,, = y f , wlzere is Q >! B. 
are B x fp, P x cr), Q x P, Q K Q respective in which the 
;- ,?y, c; = Ep;,g and = -6-f: -‘, with 
where 
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roof. Consider an arbitrary permutation on N,, with shape in (OPIQ)? Then by 
thle construction of Section 3 we have directly, for 0 =Z s< Q - 1 and 0 < t S P - 1, 
= 0. This may be solved by a standard procedure 
e respectively Q x Q and Q x P matrices such that 
where (cf. (1.2)) U is non-singular. Accordingly, U 
and V satisfy 
au-- -VB=O, 
--9V-k UC-- VA= 0 
with initial conditions V(0) =0 and, for convenience 
determine U and V as solutions to this s!,stem of 
equations may be rewritten 
9?ru”,+ u;+,+ L/‘p__18p-1=@, 
-$W;+ v;&)-t- v;_, =0 
U(0) =I. It remains to 
linear equations. These 
with the convention that v”r = Us,= 0. Accordingly, we obtain the following 
basic relationships from which Us and Vi may be derived 
(i) 9Vx = Ug,, 
(ii) 9V: = Vi-, if tf 0, 
(iii) HJ~= -UT,, if tf Q- 1, 
(iv) WY&, = -V;_,. 
We consider e/i tirst. By iterating (iii) we have 9JQI&=(-1)Q%M.J&._, = 
t--l )“VL_I from (iv). By iterating (ii) we have 9P-1Vb_ r = Vh so, eliminating 
VZ-l between the two expressions we obtain !Z?I~+~UL = (- l)%WS, = $;- l)QU:) from 
(8. Thus U& and therefore Zr, satisfy the differentiF equation (cf. (1.3)) 
QP+Qw = (- 1)QJw. 
A similar argument shows that Vf satisfies the same differential equation. To 
ression for U: we consider first the ekment LJz of 
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q,.-., +,a satisfy zp+O = ( -QQ. Thus 
f’+Q 
Uz = C %(j)e”t” 
j=l 
for some set of constants a,(l), . . . , a#+ Q). But (0) =I so R(0) = 1. 111 
addition, from (iii), we have 5YU$X=0- (-l)‘~~+,~,~,-0 if O<r<P+Q. Thus 
~~Z~w$J+S~ for O<r<P+Q. But C,P=‘PwT=(P+Q)SL so we may set q(i)== 
:P+ Q)-‘, whence 
U: = (P+ Q)-' C gwlx. 
. ._ * 
I-” 
It follows that Ut = &“. But 9k$‘o’ = (- l)Q#P”Q-l) and %#I”’ = @-‘), r > 0. 
Thus, from (iii) we hcde, for t s s, Us = (- l)s-t~(s-t~, and for t > s we have 
u; = (_l)Q +s--r@‘*Q-+s--0. This completes the determination of J. For V we note 
that. from (ii), 9V: = 9’“‘V: so, from (ij, 9c+1 Vf = Us, = (- l)s+(s’ whence Vf = 
(_l)s#(s+r+l)* This completes the evaluation of V. Finall!r. Y = U-1’57 so7: by 
Cramer’s Rule, we have 
Y;=I~:v_,],! l ItJ(- 
u hich completes the proof. 0 
When P = Q = 2, we note that this lemma may be specialised to give the 
generating functions for the permutation problem (O*l*)* exhibited iz :Sccti~n 2. 
c 
C. e geaeml perti c ~r~uta~ou problem 
We now consider permutations with arbitrary periodic shape 
0 ;yF = l”(()““+l lqm+l  . l OPK lqK) (oh 1% . . . OPK IqK )*(oh I41 - . . oh -11% ,)oN. 
This problem entails the additional examination of permutations with shape 
@,:1,” = lM(Ok*, f%+l l l l (-p” 11% I)QN. 
The theorem which is derived demonstrates that the exponential generating 
functioP1 for this problem may be obtained as the solution tel a pair of matrix 
Riccati Sequations, and that these may be solved explicitly. One of these 
equations deals wi 
rlify the statement of 
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needed. These constants,, together with an indexing convention for matrices, are 
given in Remark 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5 2 closely follows that of Proposi- 
tion 4.1 in strategy, although the details are more intricate. This conn(=xion 
between the two proofs has been exploited to the extent that technical Mails to 
support an assekon in the proof of Theorem 5.2 have been omitted when these 
details may be provided by the reader after cansultigg the proof of Proposition 
4.1 on the corresponding point. The following notation is used throughout the 
remaining portion of the paper. 
Let ply. . . , pK9 cj19.. . . q, be fixeo positive integers 
ative integers. Let P = I:1 pi and Q = Ifi1 4, Let A, 
PO, PxQ, QxP, Q x P matrices, respectively, de*fined by [A],, = Arf, 
and similarly for with the indexing convention that 
M. I- 1 pk if the matrix has P rows, 
k-cm 
M+ c elk if the matrix halI Q rows, 
k < m 
N+Z:Pk 
k :-I 
if the matrix has 1p columns, 
j= 
N+xqk if the matrix has Q columns. 
k<n 
Also 
The following constants are used: 
~2 =N+ 2 q,, 
Lr’ 
b = 7 qk, s=N+ t h+qk), 
k=rr ~1 k&d,, k=n+l 
t = -(N+ I)+ f fpr, +qk), r=M+ f ‘& 
k=n k-m tl 
arid 
Finally, the following set (*If matrices is used 
wher, S, = Ck -_O (--- 1 )Qk&ll +Q,k +/I. The definition of & tierends on the prob 
coi kdereti. Cl 
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and be c2 X P matrice e RemLtrk 5.5‘) by 
]ij=@(Oky). Then 
with initial conditions 
and 
where 
in Remark 5.1. 
Proof. The ma:rix Riccati D-equations for X and p follow directly from the 
construction ot Section 3. We linearise the equation for X by the method reported 
in Reid [lo], and we follow the strategy employed in the proof of Proposition 4a. I
Let U be a Q x Q nori-singular matrix, anu V be a 0 x P matrix such that 
9U=W( Then U and V satisfy the equations 
and 9 
Clearly, V(0) = 0, and. for definiteness U(0) = I. By repeated application of the 
above equation we have 
It follows from these, after roa.ltine calculatiorl. that 
g-u nN- u nJV - (-- l)QU:;. 
Now U;;;; is a diagonal element cf 1 so UT$$= &, satisfying the iniLa1 condition 
= nz and N = M, we have UEz= (-1)‘9’?Y~~ so L&z’== 
It follows that Uzf=(--l)a+rS,_s, since ~_i ~(-1)“s -P+Q-i7 and cwse - 
y that V$j” = (- l)h+r&I. This completes the eslaluation of 
The iitlearisation of the ma 
8 X Q n0n-singular matrix an 
and -_ . satisfy tk equations 
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equations as before we h,ave 
Again, it follows from these after routine calculation that 
gP+O S n1lM _ nP1 -0 
so s;L” is a polynomial in x. The initial condition is satisfied by Slz = 1. Setting 
rl = HI and N = M we have Sx$ = (- l)‘C3’S~~ so S$‘f = (-l)‘& since the con- 
stants of integration are zero, to satisfy the initial conditions. It follows that 
S “$f = (--I)” “e[_, and T::‘,M = (- l)h+r&_t, so the conoition 9T;1;“; = 0 is satisfied. 
This compktes the evaluation of S and T where p = . me result follows by 
Cramer’s Rule. [II 
6. The periodic permi&dio~ problem for inversions 
The purpose of this section is to derive @J W; x) where is an arbitrary set of 
pr:ric,njic shapes. 0ur reason for doing this is that it provides us with a means for 
obtaining q-analogues of Theorem 5.2. We may proceed as for a(W), although a 
slight adjustment to the argument of Section 3 is necessary. The following 
observations are required (see, for example [S]‘). 
(i) Let u be a permutation on N,,. If n occurs in position i of u then n 
contributes n - i to the number of inversions in U. (Thus 1432 ha: 2 + number of 
inverGons in 132 = 2 + 1 + number of inversions in 12 = 3.) 
(ii) Let I(a, /3) be the number of inversions (i, i) in any permutation ol - * l a;, = 
u = CAT” on N,, such that 0’ is a sectuence over (x C_ N,,, Ial = r, (T” is a sequence 
over /3 = N,, - ar and pi c: Q! cri E p. Then 
the Gaussian coefficient. 
The arg*!ment of Set “iio!t 3 may now rle modified qurte easily. By considering 
the contributions from cases (i) and (ii) ir Section 3, and by using observations (i) 
and (ii) above, we have, itt the notation of Section 1, with 
II - 1 n-- 1 ( ) a)@ r-’ + 4,__,( r -0 r 4 
Thus 
; x). 
-z I 
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For a formal power beries f(x) et gf(x) = P{f(x) - f(qx)S, so, in particuhir, 
c&P’= x 
tt -1 
11 !4 (n - l)!, ’ 
8 is called the Eulerian diflerewtial operator for formal power series. Accordingly, 
the above equation may be written 
This is a q-analogue of (3. I). Let i..i& j = @J ; x), u,(x) = @J 
@q(l ; x) and z,(x)= @Jl Then these generating functions satisfy the 
following system of non-linear Eulerian differential equations 
i&4,(x) = uJxh:,(qx) i- 1, 
stkgx) = u,(x)z,(q.u)+ u,(x), 
~wJ.4 = w,(x)z,(qx)+ uJqd. 
8z,(x) = zq(x)zq(qx~-i qJqx)+ w&J 
with initial conditions u,(O) T= u,(O) = ~~(0) = z&9 = 0. This is a q-analogue of 
(2.1). We note that these equations may be rewritten in rhe following matrix form 
iTY(x)+Y(x)A”‘(xq) t- “‘Y(qx) -(cc’)+ 
Accordingly, we call this a matrix Riccati %-equation. Its solution may be 
obtained as follows. Let U be a Q x Q non-singular matrix such that V = 
Then U, V satisfy 
(x)6(x)) = @‘F(x)) (x). Accordingly, Theorem 5.2 (and, 
of course, Proposition 4. ‘I) may be generalised to the Eulerian case. 
n (see ~Rernark 5 .I ) I)y 
- SC1 tisfv 
where 
in Remark 5. ! . 
roof. The matrix Riccati g-equations for and EJ~ follow directly b;! means of 
the construction indicated at the beginni of this section. 1’0 linearise the 
equation for we follow the proof of Theorem 5.2, with 9 replaced by 8. The 
result follows immediately. 0 
The combinatorial problems which we have considered in the earlier sections 
have been concerned with permutations, hut the problems may equally well be 
solved. for setiuexes in general. The purpose of this section is to lderi\le q”(S) 
when S is periodk. We may use the argument of Section 3 but, as was the case for 
its adjustment to account for inversions in Section 6, so do we now ad-lust it to 
account for sequences. 
NOUN V?&(S) = VJSf- F”_,(S) is the ordinary g,enerating functior for all 
sequences over N,, with shape in S and with at least one occurrenct of the 
element. II. We rrow look for the first occurrence elf n from the left in each 
sequence and w:: app!y the argument of Section 3, having observed that left 
fragments of sequences obtained during this process are, of course, sequences 
over M,, , . Thus, putting = (O*l*)*, we have 
This is a V-analogue of (3.1). Let U, = !&,( , v, = !P, ( WO), w,, = !P,, ( ‘I VV) and 
0). Then these generating tunctions satisfy the following sjsttem of 
non-linear V-equations 
vu, = x,(v,,_, w,, + I), 
PC,, =s,,k,, 1z,,+L1,,-, ), 
T w,, = x,, ( iv,, 1 z,, + u,, ) 1 
vz,, = ,t.,(z ,,_, z,,+v,,+w,_ ,’ 
with initial conditions u,, = LI,, = w,, = z,, = 0 at n q = 0. Thk is a V-analogue Df (2.1). 
Wz may rewrite these equations in the form 
- C2) + 
n may be obtained as 4oll~~s. Let n be a 
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non-singular matrix such tha 
, 
since V( ,,I=( ;, + ,, ). Accordingly, Theorem 5.2 may be 
generalised to the sequence case a3 follows. 
and pJ be Q x P matrices giwn (:;ee Remark 5.1) by 
6, = c X . . . -1 y Ub. in Remark 5.1. 
I+~,< . . . <CT,, SJ 
roof. The matrix Eccati V-equations for XJ and pJ f 
construction given above. To linearise the equation for 
be a Q x P matrix such that = UJ XJ and 
and VJ satisfy the equations 
WJ = ~,(uj_lC -VJ_,A}. 
Let V’WJ= x~~~V'LJ~+, and V’V, = x,~,V~'~+~. It follows, after some calculation, 
that V’p+uUJ = (- 1)‘;’ and V”+OVJ = t -l)Q Jo The proof now foll0ws from 
that of Theorem 5.2 with 9 replaced by V’. C71 
Thetirem 5.2 may be used immediately to give a ~c~l-~~~~n result due tie 
MacMahon [?I]. 
t VI,..., y be integers greater t 
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i-l,..., I, S() = 0 and s, = 1~. Let I;;y=()“*-ll()uz-ll 9 l l ()“t-‘. Then 
ckov = \c; :;:f)lllx, 
Proof. We use Theorem 5. 2 to compute @(w,“NM) where m, M, n, N are chosen so 
that wT$= W. Thus 
by routine manipulation. The required number is [xk/k!]@(W) and the result 
follows. q 
A corresponding result may be obtained in a similar way from Theorem 6.1. 
The resul: is due to Stanley [ll] and states, in the notation of Co~..llary 8.1, that 
Finally, the result for sequences may be obtained from Theorem 7.1. In the 
notation of Corollary 8.1 we have 
c,(w? = [x2 * l l XXI lYs,-Jllxl 
where 
Yr = c x . . . CT1 x 0;’ 
lSCT,< **-<cr,Sn 
This is a result due to Gessel [6]. 
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